Roden Security, Police & POLAIR Stop Train Graffiti Vandals
with Videofied

Roden Security is a 24/7 Central Monitoring Station, patrol and
security response operation based in South West Sydney
Roden Security came to the rescue of one of their high profile
clients operating a rail yard used to house and maintain trains.
This site was constantly target by Graffiti artists and vandals,
hitting this site regularly, costing 100’s of thousands of dollars
each year in responses, repairs and cleaning.
The site was a warehouse type location that was old and very
hard to secure externally to keep people out.
I attended a meeting with our client with the help of Videofied
staff. We presented the Videofied system and it's capabilities.
Previously we had a standard dialer system in place with dual
tech sensors. We would receive numerous alarm activations
from site each night of which a Patrol would often attend and
find nothing.
A Videofied system was installed before the Christmas break and
10 hours later they had an alarm with video verification in the
monitoring station confirming persons on site. Police and guards
were deployed, and the vandals were caught ‘red handed’ spray
painting trains. Needless to say the client was extremely happy
with the result.
About four months later, our Control Room received another
Videofied alarm activation from a Videofied system installed at
the rail yard site. Immediately the control room operator, seeing video of the offenders, dispatched our
closest mobile guard unit and also called the police. The guard and police response approximately 10
minutes later allowed the police to establish a perimeter cordon at the site. Police responded also with
K9 and POLAIR (Helicopter) support, which assisted police to locate and arrest the four offenders onsite.
Our client has been very happy to go back to his boss after each arrest with the information that this
system has led to arrests which justifies their investment in the Videofied technologies.
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